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 I have a confession to make. I don’t listen to Christian radio very 
often. Of course…I do listen to John Fuller when I’m out and about 
and he is on. 

 A week ago, I took my 2005 Pontiac Montana van to the van doctor 
to see if it was finally time to “put her down.” I ended up getting it 
fixed—well, sort of fixed. It’s here today serving as my pick-up truck. 

 When I picked up the van and drove away, the radio was on. It was 
tuned to a Christian station. I don’t know which station it was so 
don’t get offended. I’m sure it wasn’t the station you listen to. As 
radio stations sometimes do, they were playing music. I assumed, 
since this was a Christian station, the music would be Christian in 
nature. 

 Man! Was I ever surprised. I heard three songs just on the way home 
and all of them sang of a new theology for me. It was “IMEMY” 
theology. I-me-my…I-me-my…I-me-my…was the focus of all the 
songs. There were no other pronouns…only I…Me…and My. 

 When God was mentioned, it was always in relationship to Him 
meeting  my need or producing my feelings or providing my 
happiness or solving my problem. 

 I was glad the ride home was short and I could focus on whether or 
not the van was fixed. You see, I mentioned my van is a splendid 
2005 model so you would understand the radio is broken and is 
difficult to turn off once turned on. 

 I usually listen to recorded books or podcasts while driving in that 
van but someone had taken my Bluetooth to FM cigarette lighter. 
Back in 2005, I guess no one thought my car and my phone ought to 
be able to talk to each other directly like they were dating or 
something. 
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 The reason I tell you this is that I have 1 Peter on my mind 
somewhere all the time as we are studying it. That’s how it works for 
me. I see the book we are in everywhere when we are in it. I like 
that! 

 Peter’s paradigm for the “good-life”—that is a life that glorifies God 
as we were created to do—is very strongly influenced by the truth 
that this world is not our home. If we cannot put that truth into our 
paradigm, we won’t be able to live the life that Peter has in mind. 

 I have had that especially on my mind because it is the only thing 
that helps me make sense of a young man like Ian dying at such an 
early age when there was so much potential ahead from a human 
perspective. That reality—this world is not our home—is at the heart 
of my memorial message for Ian at 1:30 this afternoon.  

 If we are focused on making this world more comfortable, safe, fair, 
predictable, pleasurable, and suitable to our flesh-desires so we can 
feel under control, we will waste our lives. We will “loose our souls” 
is how Peter puts it. 

 It isn’t that we will die and go to hell. It is that we will die and realize 
we spent our lives on the wrong things—temporal things rather than 
eternal things. We will stand before Jesus and have to admit we 
wasted the new life he gave us to be part of the redemptive mission 
of God as a Living Temple together shining in a dark, broken world. 

 If we don’t understand clearly that we live for another purpose than 
just this world, we will not understand when Peter (as well as Paul 
when he addresses the exact same subjects) live as they do in this 
world. Why they make the decisions they make and why they focus 
on the things they focus on. Their governing values are otherworldly. 

 For example: Why didn’t Peter write to these folks, concerning the 
human governing authority, that it was their responsibility as good 
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Christians to rebel against government in a holy way to topple it with 
all its obvious evil? 

 Sadly, people today sometimes even casually equate our worst 
government officials to Hitler as the supreme example of an evil 
man. Look at history! Hitler had nothing on Emperor Nero when it 
came to depravity and evil. Science advanced the techniques of evil 
so that Hitler’s evil was more efficient. However, Hitler was no more 
depraved than Nero—no more depraved than someone we might 
even call Hitler. 

 Why is it not the clear, unambiguous, direct command of both Peter 
and Paul for us to take up the arms of our day and use all the power 
we have to topple the Nero’s and the Hitler’s of our day? 

 Back to the Christian radio waves for a minute. I still had not been 
able to turn off the radio the next time I got in my van. Late at night 
hurrying to get to a store before it closed, I heard two men 
discussing this very subject with absolute certainty. 

 I do not know who they were so, again, please do not be offended if 
they are your radio heroes. Both of them were certain they were 
right. One thing they were certain about was if a majority of the 
pastors in Hitler’s day would have done their “Christian duty” and led 
a rebellion, there would have been no Holocaust. 

 They somehow had the exact numbers of who did their duty and 
who did not. The thought occurred to me that God seems to be able 
to rout great human armies in any day with just a few hundred men 
of his choosing who rely on his power. Evidently, God was too weak 
to do that in Germany without the correct number of pastors. 

 The frightening thing that almost made me kick the radio to shut it 
up was that both of these men kept saying things like “We know the 
Bible tells us we are supposed to take down evil men.” However, they 
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never said where in the Bible it said that—not once! I wanted them 
to go to places like 1 Peter and Romans 13 to help me understand. 
They are “in the Bible. I had no such exegetical, expositional luck. 

 Please be aware, when a man says over and over, “We know the 
Bible says this…” but then never shows you where that is, it is 
probably what he would like the Bible to say. 

 Why does neither Peter nor Paul tell slaves to revolt against evil 
masters in order to lay hold of their unalienable rights as human 
beings? Slavery certainly isn’t a fair life or a fun life. 

 Why does neither Peter nor Paul tell wives to revolt against 
husbands who are dolts so that these women can be all that they 
might potentially be as fully formed human beings? “Destroy the 
patriarchy at all costs, ladies!” 

 Instead, both of them say (Peter says it here in our study context 
and Paul says it in Philippians 2) that the way to live with authorities 
in a world that is not your home—the way to live as one of God’s 
living stones in a Living Temple for his glory is RATHER, to be just like 
Jesus. To have the His attitude—the same mindset Jesus had—when 
the authorities of the world that was not his home encroached on 
his life. 

 What was that attitude? Jesus humbled himself in sacrifice. He 
certainly never ever sinned at the behest of evil men yet neither was 
it his mission to raise up armies against them and take them out. He 
was not rebellious in spirit rather he was self-controlled to do the 
will of God even at the cost of personal suffering. 

 As I have been saying, and, yes, it has perturbed some of you, an 
automatic response of rebellion is most often the flesh. It is the flesh 
demanding to get what it wants to make this world the home it 
wants this world to be.  AND, as I have been saying—if we miss the 
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point that this world is not our home, the flesh will likely hold sway 
in our lives. Rebellion will reign in our hearts rather than humility. 

 Finally, we leave the troubling waters of 1 Peter 2 & 3 to move on to 
a sort of summary statement that also serves as a transition to 
Peter’s next focus. By the way, when Lord willing, we get to that new 
focus next week, we may find that it is a subject that is more difficult 
to accept and to understand and to live out for God’s glory than the 
matters of authority we have just crawled through. 

 Ah! But, for today, we have a study filled with transitional rest. It is in 
1 Peter 3:8-12. Let me read these verses…READ 1 Peter 3:8-12 

 The kickoff of “finally” suggests a closing summary of at least the 
preceding section. Most of the commands here seem to be pointed 
internally into the body—inside the Living Temple. 

 Of course, if there are authority issues inside the church and 
rebellion in the heart of the people, the Temple will not shine with 
God’s glory no matter the situation with governing authorities, 
slaves and wives on the outside.  

 judgment starts inside with the church. People outside will not see 
God inside when the family of God is in disarray, angry, rebellious or 
playing “king of the mountain” over who gets their way. 

 Jesus taught Peter and the other disciples this when they were 
fighting for who would be the boss instead of looking up and seeing 
fields of people bursting with readiness for the Gospel harvest. He 
smacked them down with some clear first-shall-be-last teaching. 

 He even showed it to them again in his last hours when he washed 
their feet as a servant while he was their Lord. Peter knows these 
inside the church things are critical before we can really bother much 
at all with the external authority issues he has addressed. 
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 Live in harmony. Not all play the same note but all notes should fit 
the one, beautiful sounding chord of God’s Redemptive mission. I’ve 
discovered there are times in the church where I must withdraw my 
note a bit and even give up my authority because it seems it is only 
clashing with the notes others are consistently playing. 

 Remember when Paul and Barnabas could not live in harmony over 
John Mark. Their missional music became discordant. They had to 
play their notes where they were not heard together. It happens and 
we should watch for it and we should take it seriously because God’s 
glory will not be on display when we are not in harmony. 

 Be sympathetic. I try to be but it’s not my natural forte. I refuse to 
offer sympathy that affirms sin in the life of a brother or sister. I 
refuse to say” Aw, that’s OK, it doesn’t matter that you are sinning. 
We all have our little weaknesses.” 

 God gave me a very empathetic and properly sympathetic wife to 
help me know when my sympathy meter is reading incorrectly. Very 
often, God has also given me men in my life who are better at 
getting the measure of sympathy without enablement of sin correct. 

 Love as brothers. We are a family! Like it or not, we are a family! 
That doesn’t mean as much as it used to whether we are talking 
about physical families or church families. It is easy an normalized 
today to look for another tribe we can use as family when we get 
tired of each other.  

 This one is probably difficult for us to grasp with the force it would 
have had back in Peter’s day. For many people then, family was all 
you had of value. Family was what made the difference between life 
and death. Keeping the solidarity of the family was a critical value 
that shaped how people lived—how they thought and acted and 
related. 
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 It wasn’t that all dads were “Father Knows Best” perfect fathers in 
that time. It wasn’t that all mothers were perfect either or all siblings 
likeable wonderful people. It was that family, imperfect as it was, 
was considered something valuable because it gave you your name 
and your place in life even with all the imperfections—your identity. 

 In our day of “the rise and triumph of the modern self”—the “I-Me-
My” theology reigns. We don’t need a family if we are the center of 
the universe. We think we already know who we are and what our 
role is. If FBC isn’t a family in the right sense, not the selfish  I-Me-My 
sense to you, ask yourself “self who is at the center of my universe?” 

 Be compassionate. I like this one better than sympathetic. I can have 
compassion for any idiot even if their pain is their own fault.  

 Guess what? Jesus had a compassion on an idiot named Raleigh. His 
compassion led to an act of mercy in which he died for my sins so 
that I, the idiot whose pain was my own fault, might live. 

 Compassion does not require hiding the truth. In fact, very often, 
true compassion requires revealing the truth about what is actually 
the issue in a person’s life.  

 The positive list ends now with a return to what has been much of 
Peter’s focus. Be humble. 

 I suspect if we took a survey this morning asking what is the most 
important characteristic a believer should have to glorify God, most 
would answer, “they need to love others.”  

 I think Peter would say—and I have come to agree with him—that 
the character trait of humility is right up there at the top of the list 
with love. It may even be tied for first place in importance. 

 We cannot love properly without humility. Without humility we will 
mostly love ourselves. Our flesh so demands our attention and 
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response that, without humility that let’s us put others first, we 
would rarely sacrifice, in love, for any other person. 

 It is no secret that I identify our current American, church culture 
most closely with the culture of the church I read about in the letters 
Paul wrote to the Corinthians. I often refer to our dear city as 
Corinthian Springs. That is not a complement! 

 The folks of Corinth, the believers in Jesus, were pretty much the 
opposite of the definition of Biblical humility. They wanted Jesus and 
his religion to make them more successful because they, frankly, 
were just so worth it. Read the letters again and ask yourself how 
much Paul must focus on the need for humility—the need for the 
power of God versus one’s own abilities to do the work and the need 
to put others in the Body of Christ and outside the body, first. 

 As far as I can tell, the Church of Corinth never became the missional 
base Paul longed for it to be. Yes, they also struggled with love—read 
1 Corinthians 13. But, they struggled with loving because they had 
no humility. They were, as our culture teaches us again today, the 
centers of their own universes. They were what I call, “sorta gods.” 

 False humility won’t cut it either. Doing good works with the look of 
sacrifice using the stage of the church--works that are actually for 
my own glory is more like a dead Pharisee than the humble Jesus. 

 Now the negatives start with Do not repay evil with evil.  Again, this 
certainly applies within the church family but also outside so the 
Temple can shine the glory of righteousness. 

 If your response to evil is to get even using evil, that is just like the 
fallen, broken, dark sinful world often responds rather than the 
glorious living Temple of Jesus.  

 This is that hard, turn the other cheek stuff, Jesus taught Peter. Oh it 
is hard to turn the other cheek when the evil slap stings and leaves a 
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red mark for others to see. But here it works—wwjd—what would 
Jesus do? Or even better wDjd—what did Jesus do? “Put away that 
sword Peter. Let me fix this guys ear you just chopped off.” 

 No insult returned for insult. Watched our politics lately? This insult 
for insult is the normal script! Returning an insult for an insult is 
doing evil for evil with words as the weapon. It cannot glorify God! 

 What do we do, if we want to be like Christ and glow for God’s glory 
in this world? We bless when others do evil and insult us. We bless 
when our flesh screams, “Hit them back! They deserve it! 

 Wow! What would this look like out there in the world? Out there in 
the dark wilderness? I ask because I’m not very sure what it would 
look like because I don’t think I’ve seen it as the public response of 
the broader church very often. Give good for evil—blessing for 
cursing. What an interesting and provocative way to live differently. 

 Blessing is important here because Peter wants to wrap up with a 
recipe for blessing he has found in Psalm 34. If you read the citation 
again, you’ll see that it is also the recipe for the good life—a life that 
can be loved for all the right reasons. 

 You can read the whole Psalm later. I struggle with it a bit because 
King David seems to say everything will always turn out well in this 
world for the person living the good life. He invalidate my conclusion 
a bit when he admits, “a righteous man may have many troubles.” 
Perhaps King David was a better otherworldly theologian than I give 
him credit and all of his “turns out wells” go beyond this life—this 
world. 

 Anyway, he writes this Psalm at one of the strangest times of his life. 
He is running for that very life from King Saul and hiding in a 
Philistine city faking like he is a crazy man. 
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 It isn’t exactly the “good life” one would envision if this world were 
their home so maybe David does have it correct in the midst of this 
trial and suffering he is living out as a fugitive for no just cause. 

 He moves on from his Philistine Fakery to write the Psalm where he 
says—[read it again…] 

 READ 1 Peter 3:10-12 
 Do you want to live the “good life”—see “good days” rather than 

wasted days?” Here is a recipe from King David: speak righteously—
act righteously—have righteous values such as peace and you will.  

 Why? Because God will be watching over your life—listening and 
supporting you in this sort of living that shines his glory. 

 Do you want to waste your life as a believer? Strike out on your own 
and live life behind God’s back. God will, in that sense maybe forget 
you or even work against you, rather than bless you with His 
support. 

 So, there it is, the GOOD LIFE! This is the life that honors God as part 
of His Living Temple witness shining in this dark world. Any other life, 
no matter how comfortable we might be able to make it in this 
world, is a wasted life for a believer.  

 …Well, I’m glad we have covered all that and now we can go home 
knowing how to make everything go right for our I-ME-MY selves in 
this world. That is how some teachers of the Bible teach this portion 
of 1 Peter and the Psalm it cites. It is certainly also a major theme of 
many songs on the radio these days. BUT, is it what Peter has said?  

 If you are still not sure about that, come back next week and we’ll try 
to make sure you are sure about something as you live life as a 
Believer in this world that is NOT your home. 


